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About This Game

A scientific mission in Antarctica goes awry when something is released from beneath the ice! Learn the secrets of JCR Outpost
as you play a deadly game of cat and mouse with the randomly generated crew members. No two playthroughs will be the same
as you discover who is friend, who is foe, and the truth behind JCR Outpost. Only you can solve the mystery of the Occurrence

at JCR Outpost!
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It's hard to believe, that there is a way to make something new in endless runner genre.
Yet, they did it :)
For me it's insanely difficult but still interesting.. Pretty good single player poker game. You can safely ignore the donkeys
saying this is rigged.. Well sadly right now I have to give this game a negative review since it can't even be played.
Try and play and get a white screen. Doesnt matter what grapics card I use doesn't matter what
graphics settings are used. Hoping in time I get to change this review to a positive but at this
point I would not advise purchasing this game.. Wow. This game is suprisingly delightful! A platform game with an interesting
gameplay dynamic, based on how the world around you changes depending on which coloured light you're carrying.

The graphics are simple but pretty, and the audio (including the voice acting) is suitably atmospheric. £5.49 is about the right
price (under a fiver would have been perfect). I can see myself sinking a good few hours into this game.. Ugly huge pixel mess..
i bought this about 3 years ago and it was a waste of money. Come for the sense of humour, stick around for the deceptively
complex system-driven gameplay.
FEED AN ELK TO AN ELK!
FEED AN ELK TO AN ELK!
FEED AN ELK TO AN ELK!. Decent controls with combos
- Simple puzzles
- Bad camera angles (you have no control over camera)
- Boring story and voice acting
- Very, very short (took me 100 minutes to complete)
- Still somewhat fun to play

Overall I can't recommend buying it. It simply doesn't offer enough to be a good game.. I often play hidden object games and
can even enjoy them if they are of lower quality however, I just couldn't get past the bugs with this game. Things were very
often outsite my viewing screen where I couldn't see it and it was difficult to switch from location to location and I would have
to click multiple times. Some things didn't make sense such as using a rose thorn to transfer fire from a pire to a lamp. Yes the
game is very affordable but I wouldn't suggest wasting my time.
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Wonderfull game, beautifull story, all game aspects are very well-made. Graphics aren't the best but you can easily handle them.
Story is cunning, very impressive and brave. Simply one of the best games out here 10\/10. If you are a doomsday prepper, play
this and learn from it. A totally texting zombie adventure. So much fun. 10\/10 would snek again. All the slither.

The controls are better with handheld controller. They feel so satisfying :)
Really fun challenging little game and a total steal for the price on sale at \u00a35 holyheck.

The music and style really brings back those nostalgia feels for me.. so i bought this but it has not downloaded to my game at all
and i cannot find it anywhere in my profile even though it says it is already in my library...some help?. Good Game overall.
Really enjoyed the shooting. Mobile Game.... dont waste your money even though its only 29 cents. dumbass game.. As other
reviewers have commented, don't bother buying this.
That said, if you want the detailed explanation, here goes:

Once you get passed (if you ever do) all the bologne regarding the SecureRom & CD-Key enforcement, you'll come to a menu
that has only two working choices: 'Challenges' & 'Help and Options'
Challenges (also known as: we couldnt call it single player because there is almost NO content) are rediculously short and
(suppoosedly) teaches you the merits of multiplayer -- even though there IS NO LONGER MULTPLAYER...
Help & Options explains how to use the Map Editor, which you can't use without logging into the Gamespy servers (which no
longer exist), as well as allowing you to change your resolution and choose between full screen or no.
This is arguably the best feature of the game in it's current state. Yes, you read that correctly, changing the resolution of the
game is most fun I had in 'Age of Booty'.

Since the game is no longer purchasable on Steam, you're -- yes you, reading this! -- in luck because you don't have the luxury of
wasting hard earned money on this title.
I on the other hand did waste my green on it & have set-up a Go Fund Me account to recoup my losses on purchasing this
absolute piece of garbage software.

You can find my Go Fund Me at: {LINK REMOVED}

Please give me your money so I feel better, Cheers!. At first I saw this game and think "not this Greenlight thing again", but
then I decide maybe I should give them a shot one of these days and not just judge a book by its cover.

And I couldn't be more wrong in my life.

This "game" if I can call it that is basically Depression Quest : Zombie Edition, a literal text adventure browser-lite click-a-thon
masquerading as a game. The fact that it's 6 bucks on sale is already insulting enough for a non-game, the creator didn't even
bother to put any kind of images or graphics in it to make it worth while, it's all put on a white background the whole time with
the same font. And this is not the first time non-games like this manage to get through the Steam Greenlight, but I can assure
you this is one of the worse out there. Heck, even a hentai game made by russians are better than this thing, and they are free.

This is the state of gaming we have here today, it's either overblown PR-campaign rehash from a big-name company or another
over-priced text adventure or rogue-like "game" from indie developer. I seriously don't have any more expectation on the
gaming industry anymore (and yes it's gaming industry because they keep churning out the same bland♥♥♥♥♥♥all over again
until the end of time like a perverted factory). If you want to buy this "game" just rip some PDF off on some site, reading a
choose-your-own adventure Goosebump book is a much better experience than what I have to sit through for this thing.

 And Steam, for the love of God, please put quality control on Greenlight already, you are repeating the Atari game crash all
over again. 
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